
ORTHORA 200 CARE - CLEANING INSTRUCTION
320.8774.04 / 2303

When? What? How?

After each treatment

In The Evening

Weekly or as required 

Instrument hoses and water-
bearing system

glass filler, spittoon

Suction hoses (inside)

Bottlesystem (  if available)

Rinse water-carrying instruments in 
the CleanHub  (without instruments)

Activate glass filler and spittoon
(via automatic rinsing program CleanHub)

Suction cleaning with water 

Fill with fresh water (if necessary by adding liquid 
concentrate for disinfection, e.g. Alpron)

Suction system and spittoon

Cleaning and disinfection treatment 
surfaces (without upholstery)

Disinfection of the upholstery   

Disinfection of instruments  

Aspirate a glass of water on the drain system 
and the suction system

Manual cleaning and disinfectant 
(e.g. FD322/FD350/FD366)

Manual disinfectant (e.g. FD312, FD366)

Manual disinfectant (e.g. FD333, FD350)

Cleaning and disinfection of suction 
hoses (inside), aspirations system 
and spittoon

Suction hoses outside and 
Instrument hoses outside

Non-foaming material acceptable disinfectant 
(e.g. Orotol Plus, Orotol ultra)

Manual cleaning and disinfectant 
(e.g. FD322/FD350/FD366)

Filter inserts in spittoon and in the 
hose holder system

Remove the filter cover, extract the yellow filter 
rinse it under water or change and replace it. Do 
not rinse the filter in the spittoon 

Cleaning the upholstery Manual cleaning (e.g. FD360)

Suctionystem/Suction hoses (inside)

Spittoon attached components

Bottlesystem (  if available)

Non-foaming material acceptable disinfectant el 
(e.g. MD555 cleaner)

Remove components (glasfiller and flushing pipe) 
and clean them, lubricate O-Rings (320.3981.01)

Glasfiller and flushinge pipe put for sterilise in 
Bilpron (follow manufacturer´s instructions)

Rinse all extraction points with liquid concentrate 
for disinfection (no mounted instruments)
(e.g. Bilpron)

Please use only Mikrona recommended disinfectant!

Recommended by RKI: 2  Min. Rinse all extraction points without attached instruments.

This care and cleaning instruction includes only the essential operating functions. It does not replace the official Instruction manual.
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OLD
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Animation

Animation

Cleaning the bottel (inside) Manual cleaning  (e.g. BC-San 100)

Instruction

2 min - 3 min
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